
Music in 
Our World

Unit 3

Look and listen. Write the words that you hear. TR: 111

band beat chord concert drums flute guitar lead singer

melody note perform piano practise rhythm saxophone violin

practise

flute

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

guitar

note beat

violin melody

chord lead singer

band

piano drums

concert saxophone

rhythm perform
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Read the words in the box. Write the words in the correct column.3

Unscramble and write.2

beat chord drums flute guitar melody note piano saxophone violin

Underline the best answer.4

1. play an instrument for others to hear (perform / practise) 

2. play an instrument to get better at it (perform / practise) 

3. something used to make music (lead singer / instrument)

4. a person who uses the voice to make music (lead singer / instrument)

Instruments Parts of music

 Mei is the (dlae nregsi)  in a (danb) . There are 

four other musicians who play with her. Feng plays the (murds) . 

He makes the (tbae)  for the group. Xui Li plays (srodch) 

 with the (rtaugi)  to make the (mythhr) 

. Ting plays each (ento)  of the (yoldme) 

 with her (hoopnxase) . And Xu Guan  

plays both the (opnai)  and the (oliivn) . The 

music sounds great because they (tarpscie)  a lot! They (rorpfem) 

 at a (ecctnor)  today.

lead singer

beat

chords guitar

rhythm note

melody

piano

perform concert

violin

practise

saxophone

drums

band

drums

flute

guitar

piano

saxophone

violin

beat

chord

melody

note
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Listen to the rhythm. Listen to the .

Listen to that band!  Listen to that !

Sing the notes (la, la, la) Sing the 

and clap your hands. and .

The flute is playing. The  is playing.

The piano is, too. The  is, too.

I can hear the guitar. I can hear the .

Can you? Can you?

Read and write. Write new verses for the song.6

Listen to the song. Answer the song questions in order. TR: 125

1. Have you ever listened to  ?

 

2. Have you ever listened to ? 

 

3. I can hear the . Can you? 

 

4. Have you ever played a ? 

 

5. Have you ever played a ? 

 

6. Have you ever played a ? 

 

hip-hop

No, I haven’t.

Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.

Yes, I can. / No, I can’t.

Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.

Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.

Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.

guitar

drums

note

chord

rhythm
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GRammaR

GRammaR

Read and write7

Read and write. Write your own sentences.8

Work with a friend. Ask and answer. Take turns.9

1. Have we ever been there?

 No, .

2. 

 No, she has never listened to a flute. 

3. 

 No, he has never played a chord on the guitar. 

4. 

 No, I have never been to a concert.

5. Have they ever practised together? 

 No, .

1. This is the first time my teacher . 

2. It’s the only time I .

3. That’s the first time my friends .

4. This is the only time my brother .

we have never been there

No, I have never written a 
song before!

Have you ever written a 
song before?

This is the first time she has ever played the piano.

Has she ever played the piano?

Have you ever sung a pop song?

I have never sung a hip-hop song.

She has never played the guitar.

Has she ever listened to a flute?

they have never practised together

Has he ever played a chord on the guitar?

Have you ever been to a concert?
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Look and match. Write the name of the type of music. Then 
write the names of performers you know in each column.

10

Listen. Number the musical styles in the order you hear them. TR: 1311

classical hip-hop jazz pop rock

 classical    hip-hop    jazz    pop    rock

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

hip-hop classical rock jazz pop

hip-hop

rock

pop

jazz

classical

3 12 45
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Read and write. Read the second paragraph on page 38 of your Student's  
Book. Write the words under the fish. Put them in order from small to big.

12

beat chord melody note rhythm

saxophone concert band rhythm lead singer practise

band beat classical concert drum flute guitar

hip-hop jazz lead singer perform pop rock saxophone

Complete the sentences.13

Choose and write. Choose two words from the box. Write a sentence 
with the two words.

14

1. You can be a .

2. You can start a  with others.

3. You can  to get better.

4. You can go to a .

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

I want to play the guitar in a rock band!

lead singer

band

practise

concert

rhythm

beatmelody
chordnote
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GRammaR

Complete the sentences.15

Read and write. Write sentences using comparisons.16

1. He can perform  the other musicians if he practises. (=, well)

2. She plays classical music  pop music. (-, often)

3. He plays the violin  he plays other string instruments. (+, well)

4. He moves his right hand  his left hand. (+, fast)

5. I play the guitar  I play the bass. (-, frequently)

1. Hsin plays the piano well. Hua plays the piano better. 

 

2. He practises the first song often. He practises the last song less often.

 

 

3. We can sing well. They can sing well. 

 

4. I like listening to rock music. I like listening to hip-hop music a little less. 

 

 

5. Pang goes to concerts two times per year. Ming goes to concerts three times per year.

 

 

Hua plays the piano better than Hsin.

You broke a string! You should play more 
carefully! (+)

Can you play that song more slowly? (+)

I play jazz better than my brother does. (+)

He plays the guitar less often than he 
plays the piano. (−)

Ines can sing as well as Marison. (=)

Mario doesn’t sing as beautifully as his 
brother. (=)

well → better slowly →  more/less 
slowly

badly → worse  frequently → more/ 
less frequently

fast →  faster/ 
less fast

as well as

less often than

He practises the first song more often than the last song. / He practises the last 

better than

We can sing as well as they can sing. / They can sing as well as we can sing.

faster than

I like listening to rock music more than hip-hop music. / I like listening to hip-hop 

Pang goes to concerts less often than Ming does. / Ming goes to concerts more 

less frequently than

song less often than the first song.

music less than rock music.

often than Pang does.
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Read and write. Complete the conversation with words from the box.17

Listen and write. TR: 1418

Find someone in the class who has never done these things.19

Marta:  Have you  been sad and listened to music to make you happy?

Carla:  Yes! Few things work  music to change how you feel. There’s 

a song my grandma taught me. If I’m sad, I want to hear it  

any other song! Has this  happened to you?

Marta:  Yes! Have you  heard a song called Somewhere  

Over the Rainbow?

Carla:  No, I’ve  heard it.

Marta:  You should listen to it!

1. Has Raúl ever played that beat faster than Maria? 

2. Have you ever heard me play louder? 

3. Has he ever practised as much as this week? 

4. Does Roberto ever play music softer? 

5. Does Carmen ever sing worse than Alexa? 

ride a bike  play basketball 

have cereal for breakfast  listen to hip-hop 

go to a classical concert  sleep until eleven 

better than ever more often than never

No, he hasn’t.

Markus, have you ever 
ridden a bike?

Alex, have you ever 
ridden a bike?

Yes, I have!

No, I haven’t.

Yes, I have.

Yes, he has.

No, he doesn’t.

No, she doesn’t.

ever

better than

more often than

ever

ever

never
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Listen to This!
‘Hey, turn that music down!’
Do you ever wonder why your parents tell you to turn 

the volume down when you’re listening to loud music on 
your MP3? It’s not because they don’t like the rhythm 
and melody. (Well, hip-hop might not be their favourite 
music!) It’s important to listen to music and other sounds 
at the right volume because if you don’t, it can hurt 
your ears! 

Did you know that sound travels in waves? These waves 
can move quickly or slowly, depending on their frequency. 
The type of sound that these waves make when they move is 
called pitch. If a sound wave moves slowly, the pitch is low, like the 
sound of someone playing a bass guitar. If a sound wave moves quickly, the pitch is 
high, like the sound of someone playing a flute or violin.

Sometimes, a sound has a frequency that is too high or too low for people to hear. 
We measure frequency in hertz (Hz). The range that humans can hear is 20–20,000 
hertz). Dolphins can hear sounds from 75 Hz to 200,000 Hz! That means they can hear 
things we can’t.

We measure the volume of a sound in decibels (dB). The sound of people whispering 
is about 30 dB, the sound of a rock concert is closer to 115 dB, and the sound of a jet 
engine is about 140 dB! The maximum output of most MP3 players is between 70 and 
90 dB, which is really loud! Try to keep the volume at 50 dB instead. Your ears will 
thank you!

Listen and read. TR: 1520

Elephant
5–10,000 Hz

Dog
40–60,000 Hz

Dolphin
75–200,000 Hz
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Tick T for True or F for False.21

1. Sound travels in waves. T  F

2. If a sound wave moves slowly, the pitch is high. T  F

3. A violin has a higher pitch than a bass guitar. T  F

4. People can hear sounds that are too high for dolphins. T  F

 

 

1. pitch a. unit used to measure frequency

2. frequency b. the position of a sound in a range from low to high

3. decibel c. the speed at which sound waves move

4. hertz d. unit used to measure the volume of a sound

Correct the false sentences in activity 21.22

Label the graph.24

match the words to the definitions.23

 

 

 

If a sound wave moves slowly, the pitch is low. / If a sound wave moves quickly, the 

Dolphins can hear sounds that are too high for people to hear.

dolphin

dog

human

elephant

pitch is high.

0

20,000

an
im

al

hertz (Hz)

40,000

60,000

80,000

100,000

150,000

200,000
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Read Composing, then and now on page 48 of your Student's 
Book. How did the writer plan? Read the steps.

25

Plan to write about two styles of music or two instruments.26

1. The writer chose the topic of composing. 

2. Next, the writer chose a contrast in that topic: composing in the past and 
composing now. 

3. Then the writer wrote different facts about the past and now.

4. The writer chose words of contrast to show differences: but, although, unlike, 
before, in contrast to, in the past, while.

5. Next, the writer started the paragraph with two contrasting sentences to show 
what the paragraph is about. In the past, composers traditionally created their 
music with paper and pen. But now, …

6. Then the writer contrasted other characteristics of composing in the past and 
composing now.

7. Finally, the writer wrote a sentence to close the paragraph. While traditional 
composers are busy cleaning ink from their fingers, modern composers can write 
more songs instead!

1. Circle your topic: two styles of music two instruments

2. Write the main facts you want to contrast.

First music style or instrument Second music style or instrument

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

Composing Then Composing Now

1. Composers used pen and paper. 1. Composers use computer and phone apps.

2.  Composers wrote notes on lined measures 
of music.

2.  Composers hum a song and the app 
writes the notes.
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Write more characteristics about the things you are contrasting.28

1. 

 

2. 

 

•	 Cooking meals, then and now

•	 Having fun, then and now

•	 Going somewhere, then and now

•	 Using a telephone, then and now

Express yourself. Choose a topic below to write about then and 
now. Plan your writing and follow the steps on page 36. Write 
your new paragraph in your notebook.

30

First style or musical instrument

1. 

2. 

3. 

Second style or musical instrument

1. 

2. 

3. 

Choose words of contrast to show differences. Use them to 
contrast the information in the table.

27

Now follow steps 2–7 on page 36. Write your paragraph of 
contrast in your notebook.

29
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